
PROUDLY PRESENTS



To become a leading department of Higher Learning and
a Research Center of Excellence in Electronics and
Communication Engineering.

 To enable budding engineers to obtain technical
exposure in various areas of Electronics and
Communication Engineering.

 To nurture career improvement
 To initiate and sustain research activities in the

department in cutting edge areas of Electronics and
Communication Engineering

 To develop professional and ethical attitude in the
students.

Our Vision



The Graduates of Electronics and Communication The Graduates of Electronics and Communication 
Engineering will
have a strong foundation in the required sciences in

order to pursue studies in Electronics and
Communication Engineering.

have a broad exposure to the students in various topics
related to Electronics and Communication Engineering
fields, to enable them to excel in their professional
career/higher studies.

possess innovative skills in order to solve the technical
problems which will arise in their professional life.

have professional and ethical attitude and an ability to
visualize the engineering issues in a broader social
context.

PROGRAMME EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES



PROGRAMME OUTCOMESPROGRAMME OUTCOMES

Engineering Graduates will be able to:

 Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering
problems.

 Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of
mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.

 Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems
and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with
appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and
environmental considerations.

 Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and
research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data,
and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.

 Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and
modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex
engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.

 The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to
assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent
responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.



 Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering
solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of
and need for sustainable development.

 Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities
and norms of the engineering practice.

 Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or
leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.

 Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the
engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend
and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations,
and give and receive clear instructions.

 Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a
member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary
environments.

 Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to
engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological
change.



PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

Graduates of Electronics and Communication Engineering will be able 
to:

 Comprehend and demonstrate the principles and concepts of
Semiconductor theory, Signal Processing & Embedded systems in the
fields of Consumer Electronics, Medical Electronics and Defense
Electronics

 Apply emerging Information and Communication Engineering
Techniques to solve real time problems



FROM HOD’S 
DESK 



I am very enchanted that our ECE department is 
releasing our department e-magazine named “WIZARDZZ V.11 “  for the Odd 
semester of 2017-2018. Department of ECE has been releasing  e-magazine 
once per semester since November 2012. This e-magazine is surely a channel 
to prove the hidden talents of both our faculty members and students only in 
technical but also in literature.

This e-magazine plays an active role in gaining latest 
developments in the field of Engineering and also presents the achievements 
of the department. E-magazine is the window to our departmental activities.  
This e-magazine includes a wide range of  facts, riddles, paintings and  some 
informative and inspirational articles.

A flower makes no garland.  This magazine is not the outcome of 
the effort put in by individual. I extend my sincere thanks to the persons who 
have contributed to this issue and enhance its perfection and beautification 
through  their articles .  I congratulate the entire editorial team for their hard 
work and dedication that has result  in the publication of this issue of our 
department e-magazine  WIZARDZZ V.11. 

I wish  them All the Best for their future accomplishments.   

DR. M.SANTHI
HOD /ECE





We think we have seasonal thoughts about our E-Magazine coming out. 
There are days we can say that we are proud of what we did and there are 
days we cannot. 

A GOOD IDEA WILL BECOME A GREAT ONE IF YOU LET IT OUT

We have got the excellent faculty members. Many said that “Experience is 
the Best Teacher”. But we say “Having them all as Our teachers is the Best 
Experience”. As a reflex ,we would like to seize this golden opportunity to 
convey our heartfelt gratitude to all faculty members for their love and 
care. Especially we would like to express our gratitude to our dynamic HOD 
DR.M.Santhi for giving us this opportunity and Dr.S A Arunmozhi for being a 
driving force in this venture. We are also grateful to the “STALWARTS” of 
our Department, who voluntarily added their piece to spice our Magazine 
with more contemporary ideas to make  eleventh Edition of WIZARDZZ a 
fruitful one. 
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J. Eindhumathy, M .Anthuvan Lydia , V.Ramya , “ANALYSIS 

OF RADIX 2^4 SDF PIPELINE FFT ARCHITECTURE ” IN

IJTIMES, e-ISSN: 2455-2584,Vol. 3,Issue 3, 2017. 

V.  Ramya , S. Prakash, R. Raj mohan , P. Mohan raj, 

G . Ruthra , “RED LESION RECOGNITION IN DIABETIC 

RETINOPATHY USING IMAGE PROCESSING” in  International 

Journal of Science Technology and  Engineering (IJSTE) 

Vol.3,Issue 10, 2017.

M. Anthuvan Lydia,  V.Ramya, J.Eindhumathy

“AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO PLAQUE 

CHARACTERIZATION IN ULTRA SOUND

IMAGES OF CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS”,

Global Research and Development(GRD) journal

for Engineering , Vol. 3 , Issue 5, ISSN:2455-5703 ,

2017.



V.Mohan, P.Shanmugapriya, Y.Venkataramani,  

“PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF QUADTREE

DECOMPOSITION WITH MOMENTS BASED BLOCK 

TRUNCATION CODING FOR  IMAGE COMPRESSION”, 

Middle-East Journal of Scientific

Research, Vol. 25 (5), pp.919-925, 2017.

S.Subathardevi, C.Vennila ,“DELAY OPTIMIZED NOVEL 

ARCHITECTURE OF FIR FILTER USING CLUSTERED-

RETIMED MAC UNIT CELL FOR DSP APPLICATIONS” ,

Appl. Math. Inf. Sci. 11, No.4, July 2017.

S.A. Arunmozhi, “MODIFIED AODV  PROTOCOL FOR 

SECURING  MOBLIE ADHOC NETWORKS”,

Journal of Network Security Computer 

Networks,Vol. 3,Issue. 2, August 2017.



Minupriya and C.Vennila, “AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM

FOR  THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION AND DELAY 

MINIMIZATION IN COGNITIVE RADIO WIRELESS MESH 

NETWORKS”, Vol. 6, Issue 7,DOI 

10.17148/IJARCCE.2017.6721, July 2017.

S.Subathardevi , C.Vennila , S.Balavinayagam,    

M.Bhagavan, V.Muruganantham, M.Pradeep,                    

“DELAY OPTIMIZED MATRIX MULTIPLICATION USING 3:2 

COMPRESSORS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING

APPLICATIONS”,  International  Journal for Modern 

Trends in  Science and Technology,Vol. 03, 

Issue No: 04,ISSN: 2455-3778,  2017 .



Dr.S.Rajeswari, “PROFICIENT ID ALLOCATION FOR 

MANETS”, International Journal of Electronics and 

Communications, pp:1-6 Vol.2 No.2, July  2017.

Dr.S.Rajeswari and R.Sri Manisha, “WIRELESS 

ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARD”, International Journal of 

Advanced Research in Management, Architecture, 

Technology and Engineering,  pp:115-121 Vol.3, Special 

issue2, 2017.

 Dr.S.Rajeswari and Sivakami Subramanian, “RFID 

BASED LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM”

International Journal of Advanced  Research in 

Management, Architecture, Technology and        

Engineering, pp:115-121   Vol.3,Special issue 2, 2017.



V.Aarthi ,“HIGH-SECURITY CHAOTIC OFDM SYSTEM 

WITH SUBCARRIER SHIFTING” , International  

conference on “Engineering, Energy and Environment”  

by TRP Engineering college  and Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energy, Government of India, 2017.

J.Eindhumathy ,“AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO 

PLAQUE CHARACTERIZATION IN ULTRASOUND 

IMAGES OF CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS” ,GRD 

Journals (Global Research and Development Journal for 

Engineering) , Vol.02, Issue 5,

ISSN: 2455-5703 Pg:169-174,  2017. 

G.Lakshmi ,“NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR IMAGE 

RECONSTRUCTION IN DIFFUSE  OPTICAL 

TOMOLOGRAPHY”  in Aprn Journal of Engineering and 

applied Sciences,vol.11,no.2, 2017



V.Ramya ,“PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BASED ON RF 

&AMP; SVM CLASSIFIER IN BLOOD VESSEL DETECTION OF 

RETINAL IMAGES”, Middle-East Journal of Scientific 

Research (Anna university Annexure 

JournalDOI:10.5829/idosi.mejsr.2017.897.901-ISSN 1990-9233, 

May 2017 .

M.Anthuvan Lydia ,“LEAF  DISEASE DETECTION AND 

CLASSIFICATION USING NEURAL NETWORK ”, INIJARCCE

Vol. 5, Issue 11 , 2017.

S.Subathradevi ,C.Vennila,, “DELAY OPTIMIZED MATRIX

MULTIPLICATION USING 3:2 COMPRESSORS  FOR      

SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS”, ICEE -17.



K. Malaisamy , “LOW CONTRAST VIDEO COMPRESSION 

ALGORITHM” ,National Conference in M.A.M 

College of Engineering and Technology ,Trichy, 28th and 29th

April2017.

K. Malaisamy ,“MODIFIED CROSS DIPOLE ANTENNA FOR 

KU-BAND SATELLITE APPLICATION” , International 

Conference On “Newer Engineering Concepts & 

Technology” in K.Ramakrishna College of Technology , 

Trichy,  24th April 2017.

A.Shamim Banu ,“SPEECH OF TEXT CONVERSION      

USING GMM MODEL IN NOISY ENVIRONMENT”  in the            

3rd International conference on computing, communication 

and automation (ICCCA’17) ,   April  2017.



G.Sivakannu ,M.Mahedran , 

SriRamanBalaji,“IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART FARM  

MONITORING USING IOT”,  International Journal  of current 

Engineering and  Scientific Research(IJCESR) ,Vol.04, Issue 5, 

April 2017.

S.Subathradevi , C.Vennila, “DELAY OPTIMIZED BIST

FOR TESTING AND RECOVERY OF FAULT MODELED 

TOLERANT SYSTEM”, ICEE -17.

R.Devi,  “EFFICIENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

FOR AGRICULTURAL  APPLICATIONS”,International

Conference (AEEC1B) IEEE,Chennai, June 2017.



FDP



➢Dr.V.Mohan- 3days FDP on “soft skills” 

conducted by Dept of IT and CSE (In connection 

with Infosys-Campus connect programme)

➢S.Hariprasath- Five days Training Programme on 

“Mixed Signal SOC”, from 19.6.17 to 23.6.17 

Organized by Dept of ECE, at PSG College of 

Technology, Coimbatore.

➢G.Lakshmi, A.Shamim Banu participated in the 

faculty Development Training Programme on 

Principles of DSP on Govt.college of 

Engineering,Srirangam.

➢M.Anthuvan Lydia, Faculty Enablement Program 

on “BUSINESS  COMMUNICATION AND TEAM 

WORK” by Infosys Limited at Saranathan College 

of Engineering ,Trichy,May 2017.

➢V.Kavitha, V.Ramya- Five days workshop on  

“Biomedical signal processing and  computational 

biology for health care applications”, from 12.5.17 

to 16.5.17,at Crescent University, Chennai.



➢R.Devi, Dr.V.Mohan, S.Balaji, G.Sivakanu, 

V.Ramya, S.Hariprasath, K.Malaisamy - One day 

workshop on “python programming” organized by 

dept of IT,Saranathan college of Engineering, 

Trichy. Date: 23.8.17.

➢K.Malaisamy-One day workshop on “High 

Frequency Design Using ADS” ,on 11.8.17 

organized by the Department of Electronics 

Engineering,M.I.T campus, Anna 

University,Chennai.

➢V.Ramya , M.Anthuvan Lydia-One day National 

Level Workshop on “IOT and Android App 

Development  using Matlab Simulation”, on 20.7.17 

at University college of Engineering, Trichy.

➢ V.Dinesh, S.D.Sriram, G.Lakshmi - Two days  

workshop on “High Frequency Design Using ADS”,  

from 22.6.17 to 23.6.17, Organized by Department   

of ECE, Saranathan college of Engineering, Trichy .





S.no Title of the course Participants Duration
1 Hands on Training on Domestic 

and Industrial Systems 

Automation using Proteus 

Software

Third year 

students

31.5.2017-3.6.2017

2 Programming and Interfacing 

peripherals in ARDUINO board

Third year 

students

6.6.2017 -9.6.2017

3 Workshop on MYRIO 

interfacing using LabView in 

association with National 

Instruments

Second year 

Students
31.5.2017-3.6.2017

4

VALUE ADDED COURSE on" 

PCB DESIGN AND 

FABRICATION"

Second year 

Students
6.6.2017 -9.6.2017

WORKSHOPS CONDUCTED IN ECE DEPARTMENT







➢A. ANTO CLINTON ,A.MOHAMMED  
IBRAHIM,T.MUKESH RAJ and L.NAVEEN of
IV Year “A” won FIRST prize in the events ROBO-RACE, 
and MULTI TASKING at NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ,Care 
school of Engineering.

➢A.ANTO CLINTON ,A.MOHAMMED 
IBRAHIM,T.MUKESH KUMAR and L.NAVEEN  of 
IV Year “A” won SECOND prize in the event PROJECT 
EXPO at NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM , Care School of 
Engineering.

➢ A.ANTO CLINTON,A.MOHAMMED IBRAHIM, 
G.KRISHNA KUMAR and K.VADIVEL  of
IV Year “A” won FIRST prize in ELECTROPUZZ  at 
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ,Care school of Engineering.



➢B.NANDHINI,K.VADIVEL and R.SATHYA of IV Year “A” 
won SECOND prize in the event  “PROJECT EXPO” conducted 
by the Indira Ganesan College of  Engineering.

➢A.FENIL SPRILLA and R.SATHYA of IV Year “A” won 
SECOND prize in the event  “AD-ZAP “ conducted by the K. 
Ramakrishna College of Engineering.

➢R.SATHYA  of IV Year “A”won FRIST prize in the event 
“MULTIMEDIA” at “TEK CLUSTER 2K17”,  Kongunadu
College of Engineering.

➢A.AFRIN SULTHANA and L.DIANA EVANGELINE  of
IV Year “A” won SECOND prize in the event “BRAIN BLITZ” 
conducted by JJ College of Engineering.

➢BALAJI,R.KAVITHA,M.ELAKKIYA,S.KAAVYAA SAI SRI 
and AAYISHA SIDDIKA of  IV Year  “A”  won FIRST prize in 
the event “PROJECT EXPO” at  “NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ”, 
Care College of Engineering.



➢S.BHARATHAN and T.BHARATHI RAJA of III Year “A” 
won FIRST prize in the event “CIRCUIT DEBUGGING ”at  
“TEK CLUSTER 2K17”,Kongunadu College of Engineering.

➢M.DHIVYA  of  III Year “A” won THIRD prize in the event 
“CIRCUIT DEBUGGING” at “BLACK AND WHITE 
2K17”,Parisutham College of Engineering.

➢M.SHUNMATHI of III Year “B”  won THIRD prize in the 
event “CIRCUIT DEBUGGING” at “BLACK AND WHITE 
2K17”,Parisutham College of Engineering.

➢M.DHIVYA  of III  Year “A” won FIRST prize in the event 
“MULTIMEDIA’’ at “TEK CLUSTER 2K17” ,Kongunadu
College of       Engineering.

➢R.KISHORE and T.GOPINATH  of  III  Year “A”
won FIRST prize in the event “LINE FOLLOWER ROBOT”  at 
“BLACK AND WHITE 2K17”,Parisutham College of 
Engineering.



➢R.CHARUNIVEDHA,S.MALINI,S.MONISHASHREE,
R.SUKITHA,R.POOJITHA and R.KEERTHANA  of III Year 
won FIRST Prize in “BASKET BALL” at “ANNA 
UNIVERSITY ZONAL LEVEL” conducted in JJ College of 
Engineering on 23/8/2017.

➢R.CHARUNIVEDHA  of III Year “A”won SECOND PLACE 
in “TRIPLE JUMP” and THIRD PLACE  in “LONG JUMP” at 
TRICHY DISTRICT ATHLETIC MEET MAY 2017.

➢P.JOSHUA of III  Year  “A” won GOLD METAL in “400 
METERS” Open District Conducted by “SDAT TRICHY” 



➢P.CATHERINE JOYCE of  II Year “A”  won THIRD prize 
in the event “ELOCUTION” at “IG FEST”, Shirmathi
Indhira Gandhi College for Arts and Science.

➢M.DIVYA PRABHA  of  II Year “A” won THIRD prize in 
the event “FUSION DANCE” at “IG FEST”, Shirmathi
Indhira Gandhi College for Arts and Science.

➢M.DIVYA PRABHA of  II Year “A” won SECOND prize in 
the event  “FUSION DANCE” conducted by KCT 
,COIMBATORE.

➢M.DIVYA PRABHA  of  II Year “A” won THIRD prize in 
the event “FUSION DANCE” conducted by SASTRA 
,TANJORE.

➢B.JOSEPH LEYANS BRIGHTON of  II Year “A” won 
THIRD prize in the event “MONOACTING” at “IG FEST”, 
Shirmathi Indhira Gandhi College for Arts and Science.



➢V.PAVITHRA and G.MONISHA of II Year “B” won 
SECOND prize in the event “PAPER PRESENTATION” 
conducted by Muthu Kumarswamy College of Engineering.

➢V.RONIKHA RAJAM of II Year “B” won THIRD prize in 
the event “ELOCUTION” at “IG FEST”, Shirmathi Indhira
Gandhi College for Arts and Science.
V.RONIKHA RAJAM won SECOND prize in the event 
“ELOCUTION” at 2017 Independence day Elocution,
Saranathan College of Engineering.

➢R.SWARNA  of  II Year “B”  won THIRD prize in the 
event “PROJECT DISPLAY” conducted by  Madras Institute 
of Technology,Chennai.

➢A.MOHAMMED JAVITH  of  II Year “B” won THIRD 
prize in the event “LINE FOLLOWER ROBOT” conducted 
by Sona College, Salem.







HBand – Where Your Hand Becomes 
the Phone

Next time you see someone talking with their hand on
the ear with no phone but just a watch on the wrist,
don’t be bewildered, they must be using the HBand.
Hband will help one talk without a phone.
HBand is a luxury leather watch strap which is
compatible with most of the smart watches. It has a
built-in Bluetooth audio fob which compensates the
need of a phone during a call.This compact Bluetooth
headset is embedded in the watch strap and is ultra
slim and easily removable from the strap, thereby
making it both audio on the wrist and headset on the
wrist. It is a product that is designed and made in India
for global market



The evolution of mobile phones has been advancing to
such an extent to putting call features in the smart
watches. This helps the scenarios when the phone is
lost and solves some of the usual mobile phone issues,
but none of them provides call handling in a private
mode. HBand completes Apple or other Smart watch by
adding the private call feature which they lack. When
user gets a phone call, he flips open the fob on this
watch, holds the hand to ear and starts taking on the
call. There is no need to reach for his phone and rush
to pick it up; his call is always on his wrist. This is called
hands-on mode and is the ideal solution for a quick
phone call. If he must take a longer call, he can pull out
the fob from the watch strap, insert in the ear and use
the device like a normal Bluetooth headset, his
Bluetooth headset is always on his wrist watch. This is
called the headset mode.



Some of the watches that H-Band will work with are:
Apple Watch 42 mm and 38 mm models
Pebble Watches with 22mm band support
LG Urbane
Moto 360-2
Classic watches or any Smart watch with 22mm or 

24mm spring bar

HBand Audio Features
Hand to Ear private call audio
Compact Bluetooth headset that docks on 

watchstrap
Luxury Italian Leather band
Quick snap magnetic buckle
Call and Voice command support
Reads Notification and Time (Android with app    
support)
High fidelity Music
2 hour talk time, average 2 day usage
Noise and Echo cancellation
Water resistant speaker and mic
Magnetic charger



HB band has a US patent on hands on private calling,
firing of the audio from the bottom of the wrist and
using the hand as redirection to ear and the usage of
this idea in smart watches and other wearables .

-MS.V.RAMYA,M.E

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR





Synaptic Transistors:
It is a well-known fact that the highly remarkable
supercomputers are power-hungry and
staggeringly inefficient machines. In the meantime,
our brains consist of about 86 billion neurons that
are connected by synapses that not only establish
myriad logic circuits, but also adapt to
Stimuli continuously strengthening few connections
while weakening others.

The process learning enables highly efficient and
rapid computational processes. A synapse is defined
as a junction between 2 nerve cells that consists of a
minute gap changing signals.



Several Prototypes of Synaptic Transistor can be
seen on this Silicon Chip. The synaptic transistor
can mark the emergence of a new type of artificial
intelligence(one embedded in the very
architecture of a computer but not in smart
algorithms) by exploiting the modern materials’
unusual properties .Nowadays, there is an
extraordinary interest in developing energy-
efficient electronics.



When compared with the traditional silicon
transistors, the synaptic transistor provides
several immediate advantages. It is not
restricted to the binary system of zeros and
ones . As the material composition changes,
this system alters its conductance gradually.
Using traditional circuit technology like CMOS
would be rather challenging to imitate a
synapse as the real biological synapses consist
of an unlimited number of possible states – not
just ‘on’ and ‘off.’

Non-volatile memory is another advantage that
is offered by a synaptic transistor. Non-volatile
memory indicates that the device remembers its
state even when the power is interrupted.
Besides, the new transistor is essentially energy
efficient. The correlated electron systems is an
unusual class of materials to which the nickelate
belongs. The correlated electron systems can
undergo a metal-insulator transition.



This material’s extreme sensitivity is highly
exploited. A very small excitation enables you
to acquire a large signal, so the input energy
needed to drive this switching is very small. For
energy efficiency, this could translate into a
large boost. For seamless integration into the
present silicon-based systems, the nickelate
system is positioned correctly.

We can operate this device anywhere within the
temperatures starting from the room
temperature to almost 160 degrees celsius.

-Ms. R. DEVI, M.E

Assistant Professor





This article vividly describes about unique and
interesting technology in satellite
communication. As everyone knows New idea is
root cause of problems. The New technology is
used to overcome a problem.
During disasters, rescuers communicate

using satellite when mobile and
telecommunication is out . This has a drawback
that when data lines are overloaded the
connection disconnects.
To over come this data is transmitted via
satellite but here it is transmitted with high
bandwidth and it as apt for mobile use.



When rescuers communicate via satellite i.e.
datum is sent to satellite and from there it is
received by receiving stations. But if more
datum is transferred or if thunderstorm interfere
the connection ,then there arise problem .So the
antenna is to be aligned very precisely to
satellite. But it is highly impossible. Due to the
movement of vehicle the focus of antenna keeps
changes ,hence it will be a tragedy on
communicating with broadband with a
vehicle.KASYMOSA(ka-band systems for
mobile satellite communication ).They have
tried their level.The Fraunhofer Institute (for
integrated circuits)IIS in Eralangen found a
solution.



The main issue is to shift and position the
antenna in a moving vehicle in
such a way that it is not moving from satellite
view. This requires high precision. These people
have developed some mechanisms to move the
antenna precisely and quickly. Here the
antennas movement is controlled for
compensating direction change within a second.
Data processing is changed such that data rate
changes based on the current situation. This
can be achieved on by introducing a special
modem ,using this modem very high bandwidth
can be obtained in terms of mega bytes.



Now, clear satellite calls can be done. The main
merit is there is no need of central station. By
using this modem direct connections can be
done. Hence security for data is possible since
there is direct connections between transmitter
and receiver. This technique is highly beneficial
for everyone and process are going on to
achieve high bandwidth in terms of gigabit.
However, this is great achievement in the field
of satellite communication.

-N.JANANIE, II YEAR,ECE-’A’





Smart grid:
A smart grid is an electrical grid which includes a variety of
operational and energy measures including smart meters,
smart appliances, renewable energy resources, and energy
efficient resources. Electronic power conditioning and
control of the production and distribution of electricity are
important aspects of the smart grid.

Need for smart grid:
A Smart Grid is a digital electrical grid that facilitates the
gathering and distribution of information with regard to the
usage of power by suppliers and consumers. This will lead
to electricity services becoming more reliable, efficient, cost-
effective, and environmentally conscious.



Building and Testing the Smart Grid:
The Smart Grid will consist of millions of pieces and

parts—controls, computers, power lines, and new
technologies and equipment. It will take some time for all
the technologies to be perfected, equipment installed, and
systems tested before it comes fully on line. The Smart Grid
is evolving, piece by piece, over the next decade or so. Once
mature, the Smart Grid will likely bring the same kind of
transformation that the Internet has already brought to the
way we live, work, play, and learn.

Benefits of smart grid:
The benefits associated with the Smart Grid include:
*More efficient and transmission of electricity
*Quicker restoration of electricity after power disturbances
*Reduced operations and management costs for utilities,
and ultimately lower power costs for consumers
*Reduced peak demand, which will also help lower
electricity rates



*Increased integration of large-scale renewable energy
systems
*Better integration of customer-owner power generation
systems, including renewable energy systems
*Improved security

Conclusion:
To conclude, Smart Grids would also help avoid power
outages as it would automatically detect a fault in the power
supply, before restoring power to all the affected parties.

Overall, it would allow the power sector in India to flourish,
leaving behind the days of power cuts, wastage, and archaic
electricity distribution technologies.

-P.SRUTHI,II YEAR, ECE-’B’





BIONICS

Bio-mechatronics is an applied
interdisciplinary science that integrates
biology, mechanics and electronics.

Bionics incorporates robotics and
neuroscience. It means the replacement
of body parts by their mechanical
versions. Today, from limbs to eyes,
almost all fragments of the corpus find
their bionic pal. Bionics is an
advancement in prosthetics and differs
from it by mimicking the original
function of the organ very closely or even
surpassing it.



Once securely attached to your body, the
bionic agents can be controlled just by your
thoughts.

They use electronic sensors that detect
even the smallest traces of muscle, nerve and
electrical activity in the residual part of the
body that the person is still in contact with.
This muscle activity is transmitted to the
electrodes on the surface of the skin where it
is amplified and sent to microprocessors
which use the information to control the
movement of artificial limb.

Based on mental and physical stimulus
provided by the user, the limb moves and
acts like a natural appendage. By varying the
intensity of the movement of their existing
functional muscles, the user can control the
strength, speed and grip of the bionic limb



BIONICS
Biomechatronics is an applied 
interdisciplinary science that integrates 
biology, mechanics and electronics. Bionics 
incorporates robotics and neuroscience. It 
means the replacement of body parts by their 
mechanical versions. Today, from limbs to 
eyes, almost all fragments of the corpus find 
their bionic pal. Bionics is an advancement in 
prosthetics and differs from it by mimicking 
the original function of the organ very closely 
or even surpassing it.



EXOSUIT
A powered exoskeleton otherwise called a powered
armor, exoframe, hard suit is a wearable mobile
machine that is powered by a system of electric
motors, pneumatics, levers, hydraulics that enable
limb activities with increased strength and power.
The exosuit can make lifting 110kg to feel like lifting
4.5kg .

And this is extremely useful in military where
it can help a soldier carry heavy objects nearly 80 to
300kg while running or climbing rocky terrain. It is
indeed helpful to paraplegic patients and victims of
stroke and spine injury. It enables the paralyzed
walk like any other ordinary human.





Unlike bionic limbs, it offers enormous mechanical
and physical strength with no effort required by the
user though controlled by neural signals.

Do you Know:
The opening kick of the

2014 FIFA WORLD
CUP BRAZIL was
performed by a
paraplegic man aided
by an exoskeleton suit.

-IRENE. J, II YEAR, ECE ‘A’





Night vision technology has been
used by the professionals due to its
prohibitive size. It will be useful when the
persons walk in the dark.

This could be more possible in the
future thanks to a new development by
researchers in the US using Graphene
lenses to sense “The full infrared
spectrum" plus visible and ultraviolent
light.



Current night vision technology needs
bulky cooling equipment to stop the
detections getting confused by their own
heat radiations.But the graphene-based
models can do the same job using just a
few layers of the atom-thick material.

The most effective night vision
technology works by capturing the
infrared portion of the light spectrum –
this is the part that is emitted as heat
by objects, instead of reflected as light.



The most of the night vision
technology works by the capturing the
infrared portion of the light spectrum .
The infrared capturing graphene lenses
could be used for more than just night
vision.

The technology could help doctors
monitor the blood flow without scanning
their body. Its not like X-ray vision but
its pretty close .When the infrared light
hits the top layer of graphene it
dislodges electrons as normal, a process
that is then amplified by the electrical
current and get night vision.

-K. SUGASINI ,III YEAR, 

ECE-’B’ 





The Bio-bus is the bus which runs on gas that is generated from
treating human and food wastes. To fuel the bus biomethane is
produced from GENeco's state-of-the-art plant at Bristol sewage
treatment works in Avonmouth .It has the same composition as
natural gas.

The Bio-Bus is running as a trail to showcase the possibility of
gas powered transport every year GENeco treats 75million m3 of
sewage and 35,000 tonnes of inedible waste in Bristol. this waste
gets digested for 12-18 days by special bacteria, producing
methane-rich biogas. CO2 and other impurites are removed. the
Dome-like tanks on the roof of the vehicles are then filled with the
gas that powered the bus the bus can travel around 300km/tank
of gas.

-B.SANCHANA,III YEAR,ECE-’B’





1.The happiness of your life depends upon
the quality of your thoughts!
2.Do what is right, not what is easy.
3.If you are not making mistakes, then
you’re not doing anything!
4.Don’t let someone dim your light simply
because it’s shining in their eyes!
5.Whatever you want to do, do it now. There
are so many tomorrows.
6.If you prepare something, the change will
come one day!
7.Raise your Words, not your voice! It is
rain that grows Flowers, not thunder!
8.Your past was never a mistake, if you
learned from it!
9.Style is reflection of Attitude!
10.Comparision is the Thief of JOY!
11.We cannot really think in one way and
act in another!
12.If you love to do something to others, do
it. Never expect the same things from them!

-T.BHARATHI RAJA,III YEAR,ECE-‘A’





Agriculture is very labour intensive field and only field where
robots are not used presently.Inorder to reduce the human
labour by making machines in terms of robots. In agriculture
the farming process includes plowing , plantation and
harvesting of a crop. It requires more energy and time. To
avoid this we are moving toautomation technology in
agriculture. There are many ways which includes farming
robots ,sensing device to monitor the growth ,detectors for
measures the fluctuations in environment , soil and health of
plants ,plant health indication through image processing. Due
to wide technology development these can be done using a
computer controlled system. There are mainly three vital role
for the automation in agriculture, including automation
in food production , automation for health indication and
automation in irrigation.



We all knew that agriculture is one of the most important
sources for human . It provides food for
human and makes financial security and also plays a vital role
in the economy of the country. Disease on plants leads to
significant reduction in both quality and quantity of the
products. Thus it is mandatory to grow healthy plants .This
can be achieved by adopting health and growth indicating
automation. Environmental automation is needed for
the deduction and sensing the changes in the surroundings
of plants , environment for healthier production .

AUTOMATION IN IRRIGATION CONTROL: The automation in
irrigation system has two parameters to be measured soil
moisture and temperature sensing. System is designed in
such a way to supply water to the soil based on the soil
moisture level .When the soil reaches the desired moisture
level , the moisture sensor will send signal to turn off the
relay which control the valves.



AUTOMATION IN IRRIGATION CONTROL: For the automation
in irrigation system two parameters to be measured soil
moisture and temperature sensing. The entire field is first
divided into small sections such that each section should
contain one temperature sensor and moisture sensor.
The automatic irrigation control is designed to continuously
sense the moisture level of the soil . This system is designed
in such a way to supply water to the soil based on the soil
moisture level . The system responds appropriately by
watering the soil with exact required level of water supply
when the required level of soil moisture is achieved. once the
soil has reached the desired moisture level the sensor send
the signals to the microcontroller to turn off the relays which
controls the valves. The signal send by the sensor is boosted
up to the required level by corresponding amplifier stages.
Then the signal is fed to A/D converters of desired
resolutions to obtain the digital form of sensed input for the
microcontroller use.



OPERATION OF THE MOISTURE SENSOR CONTROL : The sensing system
combines the action of both moisture sensing and temperature sensing.
Moisture sensor were designed with two probes of corrosion resistive
material which is kept about, Equal distance apart . then the sensor is
buried into the soil these two probes are insulated properly by using non-
conductive material everywhere except where we want to take the
readings . moisture sensor use two probes to pass the current to flow
through the soil and the resistance offered to the circuit is noted. Which
is used to measure the moisture level. (i.e) more the water content makes
the soil conduct electricity more easily (less resistance) ,while dry soil
conducts electricity more poorly (more resistance).

TEMPERATURE SENSOR: Temperature sensor is used to detect the
temperature of environment . Temperature sensor named LM-35/RTD is
used . This temperature sensor can sense and measure atmospheric
temperature.



APPLICATION:
➢ Due to moisture sensing , we can control loss of water.
➢ Production can be increased by deducting crop disease.
➢ Imaging process is very accurate so we can monitor the
growth of the plant daily.
➢ Using computer controlled system , crop maturity can be
identified , then the system come to know when the cutting
process is to be done.
➢ Through fertiliser spraying technique spreading of disease
can be controlled.
➢ It reduces the farmer’s cost of water and labour through
fewer irrigations, there by making maximum use of soil
moisture storage.
➢ Minimise the water lagging problems.
➢ No need of frequent maintenance, low maintenance cost .
Their sensors are used to spray only the area affected by the
parasite instead of the entire crop.

V.PAVITHRA ,   II YEAR,  ECE

P.ANUSHIYA ,   II YEAR,  ECE





“Necessity is the mother of invention“. We live in an era where each new day
something new is born into world from the hands of innovative men .In
recent years all things getting changed to electronics. We all experienced that
physical movement of human being is changed into electronics through
different automation but it is quite interesting when human sense can be
mould into electronics .this article is about olfaction using electronic nose.
Electronic nose is a device that identifies the specific component’s odor and
analyses the chemical reaction to identify it. It uses the mechanism to detect
the chemical odor by using array of electronic sensor and neutral network. It
was invented before many years but the difficulty in it was large and
expensive. The smallest version electronic nose is a single computer chip
containing both sensor and the processing component .odor composed of
molecules with specific shape and size .each and every molecule have
individual shaped and sized receptor in the human nose. when a specific
receptor receives a molecule, it sends a signal to the brain and the brain
identifies the smell associated with that particular molecule. Similarly the
electronic nose works, it uses the sensors for the receptor and transmitting
the signal to a program for processing, rather than to the brain .electronic
noses are based on bio-mimicry which involves human made applications on
natural phenomena. It found an application in quality control application
food, beverage and cosmetics industries ,medical diagnosis, detection of
pollutants and gas leakage protection .

-S.DEEPIKA,II YEAR,ECE-A





ELECTRONIC PILLS – COLLECTING DATA INSIDE 
THE BODY

After years of investment and development
wireless devices contained in swallowable capsules
are now reaching the market companies such as
smart pill based in buffalo , capsules the size of
vitamin tablets . These pill contains sensors or tiny
cameras that collect information as they travel
through the gastrointestinal tract before being
excerpted from the body a day or two later.

These new electronic inventions transmit
information such as acidity, pressure and
temperature levels or images of the esophagus
and intestine to your doctor’s computer for
analysis. Doctors often use invasive method’s such
as catheters , endoscopic instruments or
radioisotopes for collecting information about the
digestive tract.



So device companies have been developing easier,
less intensive ways, to gather information .Digestive
diseases and disorders can include symptoms such as
acid reflux, bloating, heartburn, abdominal pain ,
constipation difficulty swallowing or loss of appetite.

Eventhough doctors inspect the colon and peer into
the stomach using endoscopic instruments , some areas
cannot be easily viewed and finding out how muscles
are working .But electronic pills are being used to
measure muscle contraction, ease of passage and other
factors to reveal information unavailable in the past.

-H. SURYA
III YEAR ECE- ‘B’ 





ANGEL PARTICLE – A LANDMARK 
BREAKTHROUGH FOR QUANTUM PHYSICS

For every fundamental particle in the
universe, there is an antiparticle with the
same mass and the opposite charge that is
what we thought for many years . When
particles and antiparticles meet they destroy
each other in the burst of energy, but
physicist have theorized that somewhere in
the universe exists an exception to this rule.
Scientists have finally found the first strong
evidence for such an elusive particle known
as “ANGEL PARTICLE” which is both matter
and anti-matter.



In 1928, physicist Paul Dirac predicted that all
fundamental particles had their opposites,
then the first anti matter particle called
positron was discovered which confirmed his
prediction. By 1937, physicist Ettore Majorana
had calculated there was a missing number
of the fermion family. He believed that other
than that of neutrons, protons, electrons
there should be an additional particle which
was its own anti particle. In a discovery that
concludes an 80-year quest, a team of
Stanford scientists have found the first firm
evidence of such Majorana fermion. It was
discovered in a series of lab experiments on
exotic materials at the University of California
in collaboration with Stanford University. The
team reported the results on July 20 in
science.



This discovery concludes one of the most
intensive searches in fundamental physics,
which panned exactly 80 years. It was named
as “angel particle” based on ‘Angels and
Demons’ by Dan Brown, a novel in which a
man works to build a bomb using matter and
antimatter. The discovery could have huge
implications in the world of technology,
especially within quantum computers which
have the potential to be hundreds of millions
of times more powerful than a normal
computer.

“The science of today is the technology 
of tomorrow” – Edward Teller

-M.DHANVARSHINI,II YEAR,ECE- ‘A’





Generate Electricity From Your 
Windows Using SolarGaps’ 
Blinds

Solar panels on the roof offend your aesthetic
sensibilities aren’t quite in your budget, then
may be the roof isn’t the right place to
harvest the sun. Solar Gaps allow us to do
that from the window instead. A set of
window blinds equipped with solar panels, the
rig allow us to harvest sunlight at home
without complicated roof installations, so we
can supplement our connection to the grid
the with sustainably generated power. Since
they are just windows blinds, there are no
permanent installations, making it a
straightforward plug-and-play solution that
you can set up and remove at any time.



Each SolarGap look no different than traditional
window blinds from afar, although we will notice
the presence of photovoltaic cells once we start
inspecting up close. Each 10-square foot window
area covered by the blinds can generate as much
150W of power, which should be enough to power
all the lights in your home, as well as three
MacBooks all running at the same time. They can
be opened and closed much like any set of
window blinds, it comes with an accompanying
app ( IOS and Android) where we can adjust them
remotely, with options for various automated
movements (e.g. it can align itself to maximize
sun harvest all through the day).



A Kickstarter campaign is currently running for 
SolarGaps. You can reserve a unit for pledges 
starting at $390.

-R.KISHORE,III YEAR,ECE- ‘A’ 
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Across
1. Two resistors connected together, across a power supply 
(9, 7)
2. Process used to remove unwanted copper from a PCB (4)
3. Colour band used to indicate the number 7 (6)
4. Colour band used to indicate the number 0 (5)
5. Connects the components together on a PCB (5)
6. A component which allows current to flow only in one 
direction (5)
7. Makes a sound (7)
8. A collection of components, connected together (7)
9. The L in LED (5)
10. Flows through a circuit (7)
11. Electronics that works with real voltages (9)
12. Type of capacitor, which is polarised (12)



Down
1. Shape of the schematic symbol for a resistor (9)
2. Stores charge (9)
3. Electrically joints components to a PCB (6)
4. Energy that allows the electronics to work (5)
5. Check the board works, after construction (4)
6. A chip / part with two row of pins (10, 7)
7. Component with coloured bands to determine it's value (8)
8. Something that can only be true / false, 0 or 1 (7)
9. Used to turn things on and off (6)
10. Letters used to mark commercial electronics sold in 
Europe (2)
11. Measured across components such as batteries (7)
12. A component that acts like an electronic switch (10)



-P.C.NIRANJANI,

III year , ECE –’B’. 
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